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Summary 
 
In summary, we support the reforms set out in the planning white paper with specific regard to the 
use of digital technology in town planning.  
 
There are a number of key areas which we would like to see further guidance and detail as to how the 
Government intend to deliver and fund the proposed reforms. Much of the reform needed sits with 
the public sector, and if this can be implemented to some degree then the private sector can take a 
number of the newly reformed, open systems to develop out new innovative tools for the 
development industry.  
 
A key part of the reform centres upon the fact that at present much of the data is locked away and 
held by only a few large organisations. As such, there has been very little impetus and drive to create 
new tools that can help deliver both a green recovery, and opening up much of the opacity that exists 
within the town planning space. 
 
In response to the formal consultation, we provide our comments with regard to the following 
questions: 
 
Question 5. Do you agree that Local Plans should be simplified in line with our proposals?  
 
Proposal 1: The role of land use plans should be simplified. We propose that Local Plans should 
identify three types of land – Growth areas suitable for substantial development, Renewal areas 
suitable for development, and areas that are Protected. 
 
Answer - Not sure 
 
We support elements of Question 5, particularly with regard to simplifying Local Plans. As we will 
come onto discuss, a key part of this is to ensure that all the information relevant to a planning 
application or area of land can be easily accessed by people from both professional and non-
professional organizations.  
 
A key element for simplifying Local Plans not only lies with the ability for users to access the 
information in a visual way, but also to access all the latest information in a single space. At present, 
dated plans and documents and emerging plans and documents are hard to locate and vary from Local 
Authority to Local Authority. As such, understanding the latest planning policy context of an area is 
incredibly confusing. Standardising how and where Local Plan information is a priority in this respect, 
particularly when it comes to transparency of the planning system. 
 
We do not however agree with the simplification of allocating land into three categories to speed up 
the planning process. This will lead to a loss of accountability, lower standards and will not help to 
deliver sustainable development for the country in the long term.  This could also lead to a lack of 
engagement by local people who will feel further disenfranchised with the planning process.  
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6. Do you agree with our proposals for streamlining the development management content of Local 
Plans, and setting out general development management policies nationally? 
 
Proposal 2: Development management policies established at national scale and an altered role for 
Local Plans. 
 
Answer - Yes 
 
This will speed the delivery of Local Plans which will help streamline development management 
policies that will help create more up to date and responsive Local Plans. We are supportive of the 
writing policy in a standardised way to make it accessible for all and which will create national 
standards for delivering planning applications. We would also stress that this could be taken one step 
further and could be fed into a common data schema for a number of policies which can be 
standardised across the country. This will not only create certainty but will also enable decision makers 
to understand and track the changing landscape of the planning industry.  
 
Ultimately, we believe that translating planning policy into code by way of a common data schema 
will make development management more flexible and responsive to change and reduce the 
administrative tasks, freeing up planners to plan.  
As a business in the private sector we are pushing for the use of digital technology in the planning 
industry which can increase transparency and accessibility of planning policy information to help boost 
engagement in the built environment.   
 
10. Do you agree with our proposals to make decision-making faster and more certain? 
 
Proposal 6: Decision-making should be faster and more certain, with firm deadlines, and make 
greater use of digital technology 
 
Answer - Yes  
 
We fully support Proposal 6 which seeks to add certainty and speed to decision-making through the 
incorporation of digital technology. The greater digitalisation of the application process making it 
easier for applicants to understand and find planning applications would be a positive first step in this 
process. The ability to also engage with Local Authorities both before and during the planning process 
could also be significantly enhanced through the use of digital technology. 
 
Many of the existing simple applications such as S96a applications can be significantly sped up which 
would enable the planning process to be much more efficient, reducing delays on site and helping 
speed up the development process which in turn, can help speed up the delivery of jobs. We would 
promote the use of digital technology to help deliver this, however to do so, requires the input of new 
budding SME’s in the PlanTech sector, rather than falling back on relying on existing legacy systems 
which merely aim to continue to monopolize the industry, creating makeshift solutions, rather than 
fixing the plumbing in order to maintain a monopoly on the system. 
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We also support the creation of clearer and more consistent planning conditions, with standard 
national conditions to cover common issues to help businesses and local stakeholders understand the 
latest position of a development post determination.  
 
Question 
 
11. Do you agree with our proposals for digitised, web-based Local Plans? 
 
Proposal 7: Local Plans should be visual and map-based, standardised, based on the latest digital 
technology, and supported by a new template 
 
Yes. 
 
We support Proposal 7, which calls for accessible, web and map-based local plans, and supported by 
a new standard template. As we have previously stated, to achieve this in any capacity will rely on the 
Public Sector, which will need additional resources to deliver an incredibly ambitious but necessary 
goal, if the planning system is to be truly reformed. To achieve this will take a collaborative approach 
by Local Authorities that will have to be directed by Central Government, a siloed approach will simply 
not deliver a standardised common built environment language, standardised processes, documents 
or data. This collaboration will be key to ensuring fully digitised, accessible and web based local plans. 
All published and commissioned documents, planning applications, local plans and spatial 
development strategies should be produced in machine readable formats. 
 
We believe that reforming and standardising Local Plans is the first necessary step to digitising the 
planning system. This will help inform digital planning submissions, which, in turn, feeds back into the 
delivery of Local Plans. By achieving this, it will help to provide communities, Local Authorities and 
Central Government with a much better understanding of what is happening on the ground across the 
UK in terms of delivering homes, neighbourhoods and jobs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, we welcome the government’s approach to improving the planning system through digital 
reforms and would like to see the drive to deliver digital Local Plans as the first step in delivering a 
digital transformation of the planning system.  
 
 


